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MULTIPLIERS ON DUAL A "-ALGEBRAS
B. J. TOMIUK
Abstract. Let A be an .4'-algebra which is a dense '-ideal of a 5*-algebra
St. We use tensor products and the algebra M,(A) of left multipliers on A to
obtain a characterization of duality in A. We show, moreover, that if A is
dual then M¡(A) is algebra isomorphic to the second conjugate space SI" of
St when SI** is given Arens product.

1. Introduction. Let A be an ^l*-algebra which is a dense *-ideal of a
¿»""■-algebra
A. In [8] a necessaary and sufficient condition was given for A to
be dual which was expressed in terms of the weak operator topology on
Mr(A), the algebra of right multipliers on A, and a certain property of A
called property (P2). In this paper we give several characterizations
of
property (P2) and then use some of them to give conditions for duality in A.
Our presentation here differs somewhat from that in [8]. We use the tensor
product approach as developed in [3] and [6]. Particularly in §2 we follow
closely the presentation given in [3].
We shall use the notation of [8]. An /l*-algebra A is said to be of the first
kind if it is an ideal of its completion 91 in the auxiliary norm | • |. It follows
that there exists a constant k > 0 such that \\xy\\ < *t||jc|| \y\ for all x E A,y

E 21[4, Lemma 4, p. 18]. If A is a modular annihilator A *-algebra then | • | is
unique [1, (1.3), p. 6] so that 31 is also unique.
2. The property (P2). Let A be a Banach algebra, A* and A** its first and
second conjugate spaces. Let A <8>A* be the projective tensor product of A
and A * [7, pp. 92-95]. Then A ® A * is a Banach space with elements of the
form 2"..a* ® fk such that 2"_.||<y \\fk\\ < oo, ak E A,fk E A", and the
norm given by

\\h\\=inf\f |4||¿|:A\k=l

2**®/*

>c=l

For a E A,f E A*, let af E A* be given by (af)x = f(xa), x E A. This
makes A* into a left Banach ,4-module. We note that if 2£>=1aA.
<S)fk E A <S>
A*, then 2Ü°_1afc4 ^ A*. Let \p be the continuous linear map of A ® A* into
A * given by
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*(« ®/)

= af

(aEAjEA*).

For a G A, F G A**, let Fa G /!** be given by (Fa)f = F(a/),/

G ,4*.

Then /!** is a right Banach ^4-module. (See [6] for the definition and
properties of Banach A -modules.)
Let A ° A* be the Banach space A <E>
A*/ker(\p) with the usual quotient
norm, where ker(\p) is the kernel of \p. Then (A ° A *)* consists of all those
Ç E (A <8>
A*)* which vanish on ker(\p). Now, for each F E A**, let #,. G

01 <8>
A*)* be given by
$F(a ®f) = F(xp(a <8>/))= F(af)

(a E A,f E A*).

Each 3> vanishes on ker(t//), so that {ff: f e/(**} may be indentified as a
subspace of (A ° A*)*. Moreover if Fa = 0 for all a E A implies F = 0, then
F-> ®sFis a one-to-one map of yl ** into 01 <§>/I *)*. Thus in this case F -» 'Sy
identifies A** as a subspace of (/I ° A*)*.

Let a denote the w*-topology of (A <8>
/I*)*.
Lemma 2.1. (A ° /I*)* is the a-closure of {%F: F E A**}.

Proof. We have

kerf» =\ fak®fkEA®A*:
l* = l

f ajk = 0

k=l

^ak®fkEA®A*:F\
k=\

^ ajk ) ^ 0, F E A** \.
\k=\

!

)

Thus ker(iJ/) = fl [kerCSy): F G /I**], which means that ker(t//) is the polar of
{<5F:F E A**}. Therefore, by the Bipolar Theorem [7, p. 126], (A ° A*)* is
the a-closure oi {§F: F E A**}. This completes the^proof.

We observe that if A2 = (0), then kerC^) = A ¿ A*, for every F G A**,
so that ker(i//) = ,4 ® ^4* and consequently (A ° A*)* = (0).
Let 9> (A, A**) be the Banach space of all bounded linear operators T:
A -» A** normed with the operator bound norm. For each § G (A <8>/4*)*,
let Fgrbe the map on ^ into A** given by

(/Jj(a))

= f(a®/)

(a E AJE

A*).

Then clearly TVG Ç&01,A**) for every f E (A ® ,4*)*, and it is easy to
check that the map <¡>:§ —>T% is an isometric isomorphism of (A <È>
A*)*
onto % (A, A**). Give <$(A, A**) the image of the a topology by the map <p.
Following Maté [3], we shall refer to this topology as the ultraweak topology

on %(A, A**).
Now consider A** as a right Banach A -module and let HomA(A, A**) be

the set of all T E %(A,A**) such that T(ab) = T(a)b,a,b
canonical map 77:A -> A** belongs to %(A,A**)

E A. The

since -n(ab)f = f(ab) =

■n(a)(bf) for all a,Aei
and/ G /I*. For each F E ,4**, let Ff: A -+ A** be
given by 7>(a) = Fa, a E A. Then F,, G HomA(A,A**), and we have d>C3j,)
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= TF for all F E A**. In view of Lemma 2.1 and the fact that the ultraweak
closure of {TF: F E A**} E HomA(A,A**) we have
Lemma 2.2. d>((^4° A*)*) E Horn,(/I,

A**) and is the ultraweak closure of

{TF: F EA**}.

If <i>maps (A ° A*)* onto HomA(A, A**), we shall write (A ° A*)* »
HomA(A,A**).ln this case, for every T E HomA(A, A**), <$TE (A ® A*)*,
given by <§T(a ® f) = (/, T(a)\ belongs to (A ° A*)*. In particular,

%{a ®/) = f(a),

foxallaEajEA*.

We recall that a Banach algebra A is said to have property (P2) if:

ak EA, fkEA*, Z?_,KH HAU< co and 2?_,V* = 0 implies that
"2k„xfk(ak) = 0. (This is the left-hand version of the definition given in [8].)
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) A has property (P2).

(ii) For h = 2?.,flt

® fk E ker(^) tve have 2?_,/*K)

- 0.

(iii) ^ vanishes on ker(t/-).
(iv) #„ G(yl o,4*)*.

(v) Hom^/i, A**) m (A ° /Í*)*.
(vi) There exists a net [ua] in A such that {^uj}

converges to % in the

w*-topology on (A ® A*)*.

Proof, (i) <=>(ii) and (iii) <=>
(iv) are clear.
(iv) => (vi). Suppose (iv) holds. Then ker(S^) d ker(i|/). We have
oo

&7

%(h) = %2

ak®fk = 2 5^

\A;=1

/

®/*) = 2 /*(«*)•

*=1

k=\

for all A = 2J°_,a* ®/* G¿ ®M*. Since {%: F E A**} is a-dense in
(.4 ° A*)*, there exists a net {Fa} in ,4** such that f^(A) -» f„(A) for all
A G ,4 ® /l*. Since w(v4) is w*-dense in A** and o is weaker than the
w*-topology on A**, it follows that {^n(ay a E A) is a-dense in (A ° A*)*.
Hence there exists a net {ua} in A such that {$,,-„)} a-converges to l3r7r.We

have

>t= 1
(OO

\

00

2 A*/*("a) = 2 (<•*/*)(«<«,)
Jfc=1

/

fc= l

00

= 2 fk(Uaak)/t-=l

Thus
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H»W*) = h„m2 /*(«««*)
= 2 AK) = s;(A),
A=l

*= 1

for all A = 2t-iak ®fkEA®A*.
(vi)=*(v). We have ¿>(01 » A*)*) E HomA(A,A**). We need only show

that HomA(A,A**) E <¡>((A
° A*)*). Let F G Hom^Oi, A**) and let fr be
the corresponding element of (A & A*)*. Then, using (1), we obtain (identifying A as a subset of A** and ^4* as a subset of A***):

%t( 2 «*®/*) = 2 ^r(% ®/*) = 2 (A. T(ak))
\km\

I

k-l

fc-1

= 2 (^/*K«*) -«m 2 (T*fk)(uaak)
k~\

k=\

= lim 2 fk(Tiuaak))= lim f /*(?»*)
° fc-l

A:=l

00

00

= lim 2 (T*aJk)(«„)
= 2 H4).
°

*-l

Ar=l

where F* is the conjugate of T. Hence if lt-\aJk
" ° then ^r(Sr-iat
¿A)
= 0, so that ker(t^) c ker(fr). Thus Hom^Oi, A**) E <K04° A*)*) and so
HomA(A,A**) m 14 ° A*)*.
(v) => (iv). This is clear since m E Hom^Ol, A**).

3. Dual A *-algebras. Let A be a Banach algebra. A map T: A —>A is called
a left (resp. right) multiplier if T(ab) = F(a)Z>(resp. T(ab) = aT(b)), for all

a, b E A. Let A/,01) (resp. Mr(A)) be the set of all bounded linear left (resp.
right) multipliers on A. M,(A) and Mr(A) are Banach algebras under the
usual operations for operators and the operator bound norm. We observe that

if F G M¡(A) then the composite map it ° F G WomA(A, A**). Let <b„be the
map of M¡(A) into HomA(A, A**) given by

¿V(F) = 7To r

(FGA/,00).

For any Banach space X, let S(.Y) denote the closed unit ball of X. It

follows from the proof of [8, Theorem 4.7, p. 286] that if A is a dual
/l*-algebra of the first kind then S(M¡(A)) is ^-compact, where r, is the weak
operator topology on M ¡(A). (We take the left-hand version of the arguments

in [8, p. 286].)
Theorem 3.1. Let A be an A*-algebra of the first kind. Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(i) A is dual.
(ii) <b^(M,(A)) is the ultraweak closure of {TF: F E A**).
Proof, (i) =>(ii). Suppose A is dual. Then, by [8, Theorem 4.7, p. 286], it
has property
(P2) and therefore,
by Theorem
2.3, (A ° A*)* s
HornA(A, A**). Hence HomA(A, A**) is the ultraweak closure of {TF: F E
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A**). Now TF(a)f = (Fa)f = (F * 77(a))/ and, by [9, Theorem 5.2, p. 830],
■n(A) is an ideal of A** when A** is given either Arens product, so that
TF(a) E ir(A) for all a E A. Therefore TF = w ° T, for some T E M¡(A),

and so {TF: F E A**] Q^(M,(A)).

Let Q EHomA(A, A**). Then, by

Lemma 2.2 and the fact that (A ° A*)* = Ylon\A(A, A**), there exists a net

{Fa} in A** such that (/, TFm(a))-*(f, Q(a)) for all aEAjE
A*. Let
Ta E M,(A) be such that TFm= tr ° Ta, for all a. Then (/, 7>Ja)) = f(Ta(a))
since ro(a) G .4. But, by [8, Theorem 4.7, p. 286], M,(A) is ^-complete.
Hence there exists T E M,(A) such that/(r„(a)) -+f(T(a)), for all a EA,f
EA*. This shows that nr(T(a))f = (f, Q(a)), for all aEA,fEA*,
or
equivalently, w(7(a)) = £(a), for all a E A, i.e., Q = it ° T. Thus 0 G
¿»„(Af/04)) and so HomA(A, A**) = $W(M,(A)). Since (A ° A*)* ^
Horn^yl,^**)
and since (A ° A*)* is the a-closure of {%: F E A**}, it
follows that <b„(M[(A))is the ultraweak closure of {TF: F E A**}.
(ii)=>(i). Suppose (ii) holds. Then, in view of Lemma 2.2, M,(A) is
isometrically isomorphic to (A ° A*)*. From Lemma 2.1 we obtain
§((A ° /I*)*) is a-compact, and since r, is weaker than the ultraweak topology on M¡(A), it follows that S(M,(A)) is rrcompact and therefore 77-com-

plete. Let I be the identity element of M¡(A). Since {TF: F E A**} is
ultraweak dense in <bv(M,(A)), there exists a net [Fa] in A** such that TF
converges ultra weakly to m ° I = tr, or equivalently, ®sF a-converges to ^v.
Since it(A) is w*-dense in A** and the w*-topology is stronger than the
a-topology on A**, it follows that there exists a net [ua] in A such that
{^ir(u)} »-converges to 5"„ and so, by Theorem 2.3, A has property (P2).

Therefore, by [8, Theorem 4.7, p. 287], A is dual.
Corollary 3.2. Let A be an A *-algebra of the first kind. Then A is dual if
and only if <bw(M¡(A))= <¡>((A° A*)*).
Corollary

3.3. Let A be a modular annihilator A*-algebra of the first kind.

If HomA(A, A**) is the ultraweak closure of [TF: F G A**} then A is dual.

Proof. By [9, Theorem 5.2, p. 830], ir(A) is an ideal of A** so that TF maps
A into it(A) for every F E A**. Hence if HomA(A, A**) is the ultraweak
closure of {TF: F E A**}, then HomA(A, A**) = <b„(M,(A)) by the proof
above. Therefore A is dual by Theorem 3.1.

4. A realization of the algebra M,(A).

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a dual A*-algebra of the first kind and let 21be its
completion. Let m%be the canonical map of% into 31**. Then "nM(A)is an ideal
of 31** when 3Í** is given Arens product.

Proof. Let x E A, F E 31** and let {ea} be a maximal orthogonal family
of selfadjoint minimal idempotents in A. By [4, Theorem 16, p. 30], ¿Zaeax is
summable to x in the norm || • ||, and hence there exists only a countable
number of ea for which eax =£ 0, say ea¡, e„2, ....
Since A and 31 have the
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same socle and wa(3í) is an ideal of 21**, it follows that F * ir^e^) E tt%(A)
for i = 1, 2, ... . Let m, n be positive integers, m < n. By [4, Lemma 4, p.

18], we have

2 F * Me„)irÄ(jc)- 2 F * MO
i=i
i=i

* *«(*)
n

n

2 F * v%(ej
i= m + 1

<

/ \ i= m+ 1

2 ^*MO

/i

i= m + l

*|F|

2 ^a(^)

i= m+ 1

*|F|

2 MO * *«(*)
i

2 MO *M*)j

/\< = m+l

2

TaOo.)* M*)

i= m+ 1

2 MO *M*)

/'= m+ 1

where |F| denotes the norm of F in 31** and k is a positive constant. Thus
(2"=iF * MO
* M*)} is a Cauchy sequence in w^Ol) with respect to the
norm
|| • ||, and
so there
exists z E A such that
ttaíz) =
2°1 ,F * MO
* ir%(x). Since 2J1 iF * vra(0 * ^(x) also converges tow^O)
and to F * trm(x) in the norm | • |,we have 7raO) = F * TTgrOJ.HenceF * ir^x)
G WjrOl), for all x G A and F G 31**. Similarly we can show that tt%(x) * F

E 21**,for all x E A and F G 31**.Therefore n^A) is an ideal of 21**.
Theorem 4.2. Let A be a dual A*-algebra of the first kind and 31 its
completion. Then M ¡(A) is algebra isomorphic to 2Í** when 31** is given Ar ens
product. This isomorphism is given by the following relation: For each T E
M¡(A) there exists a unique FT E 31** such that
Wgr(Tx) = FT * 773,(x)

Proof.

(x E A).

For each x G A, let |[jcj]^ = sup{||xv||: \\y\\ < l,y E A). Then

|| • ||^ is a norm on A which is equivalent to | • | [4, Theorem 18, p. 31]. Hence

if F G M,(A) and x E A, then

117*11;,
= sup{||F(x)>>¡:
\\y\\<hyEA)
= sup{||FOçy)||:|M|< hy&A)
<||F||sup{||xy||:

p\<

l,y E A)

< *'||r|| |4
where k' is a constant > 0. Thus |Fx| < A:" |jc| for all x E A and some
constant k" > 0. Since A is dense in 31, it follows that T has a unique

bounded extension T to 21.Clearly 7" G Af,(3I). By [2, Corollary 3.2, p. 509],
there exists a unique FT G 21** such that tt%(Tx) = FT * -n%(x) for all x E A.
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Since, by Theorem 4.1, tr%(A) is an ideal of 91**, we have that T-* FT is an
algebra isomorphism of M ¡(A) onto 31**.
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